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Non-Blind Structure-Preserving Substitution

Watermarking of H.264/CAVLC Inter-Frames
Thomas Stütz, Florent Autrusseau and Andreas Uhl

Abstract—In this work we propose a novel non-blind
H.264/CAVLC structure-preserving substitution watermarking
algorithm. The proposed watermarking algorithm enables ex-
tremely efficient watermark embedding by simple bit substitu-
tions (substitution watermarking). The bit-substitutions change
the motion vector differences of non-reference frames. Further-
more our watermarking algorithm can be applied in applications
scenarios which require that watermarking preserves the length
of the bitstream units (structure-preserving watermarking). The
watermark detection works in the image domain and thus is
robust to video format changes. The quality and robustness of
the approach are in depth evaluated and analyzed, the quality
evaluation is backed up by subjective evaluations. Comparison
to the state-of-the-art indicates a superior performance of our
watermarking algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

H.264 watermarking has been researched intensely1 and is

of great interest due to its wide applicability in the context

of DRM (digital rights management). This paper presents a

novel H.264 CAVLC watermarking technique that allows to

implement watermarking by simple and efficient bit substi-

tutions of the compressed bitstream (substitution watermark-

ing). Additionally our algorithm is structure preserving, i.e.,

precisely preserves the length of the bitstream and even of

the bitstream’s smaller units. In the case of H.264, structure

preserving watermarking denotes watermarking algorithms in

which the network-abstraction layer units (NAL units / NALUs

are small units which form the entire H.264 bitstream) have

exactly the same length in the watermarked content and

the original content. The structure preservation for H.264 is

required for the watermarking of Blu-Ray content. The length

preservation is required as the video has to fit on a Blu-Ray

disc. The internal structure has to be preserved as often byte-

based addressing schemes are employed in production and

presentation, e.g., the meta-data on Blu-Ray discs employs

byte-based addressing schemes. Blu-Ray players can enhance

the presentation with additional online content, which employs

byte-based addressing (BD-J) as well.
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1ACM digital library reports 180 publications on H.264 watermarking.
IEEE Xplore reports 72 publications on H.264 watermarking.

Another important application scenario of our approach

is the online distribution of video content, which benefits

from efficient adaptation of the content to the user’s device

requirements and to the user’s current bandwidth. H.264

enables the efficient adaptation of content based on simple

bitstream operation, e.g., the aspect ratio can be changed

by dropping parts of the bitstream. The scalable extension

of H.264/CAVLC offers even more adaptation possibilities

(bitrate, resolution, frame rate, quality), which are also im-

plemented with simple bitstream operations. As meta-formats

for adaptation employ byte-addressing, structure-preserving

watermarking works well together with such adaptation op-

erations, as the byte-addressing remains unchanged.

So there are important applications, which require structure-

preserving H.264 watermarking. In our proposed watermark-

ing algorithm the embedding stage is split into an analysis and

a substitution stage; analysis must only be conducted once,

afterwards the embedding of different marks requires only

extremely light-weight bit substitutions. Thus the embedding

of numerous marks in real-time with very low computational

complexity is possible; of utmost importance for streaming

individually marked content to numerous clients.

Our main contribution is the proposal of a new non-blind

structure preserving H.264 CAVLC watermarking approach.

A further contribution is the thorough analysis of the ap-

proach with respect to robustness and quality. The quality

evaluation not only employs state-of-the-art quality assessment

tools, but also presents an actual subjective quality evaluation.

Our evaluations focus on 720p content (the leading mobile

phone’s resolution and also occasionally employed for Blu-

Ray content).

A brief review and comparison to the state-of-the art of H.264

watermarking with a focus on structure-preserving watermark-

ing is presented in section II. In section III an overview of

H.264 is given, while section IV briefly summarizes quality

evaluation of visual data. Our structure-preserving H.264

CAVLC watermarking approach is presented in section V.

Experimental results with respect to quality and robustness

are presented in section VI. Finally section VII concludes the

paper.

II. PREVIOUS WORK

There is a considerable amount of scientific literature on

structure-preserving watermarking [1][2][3] for the MPEG-2

format, which is a simple video compression system compared

to H.264. For MPEG-2 structure-preserving watermarking is

easier as compared to H.264, because MPEG-2 employs less

prediction and content-adaptive coding. Therefore MPEG-2 of-

fers more syntax elements which can be simply replaced in the
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bitstream and employed for structure preserving watermarking.

Probably due to the difficulty of implementing structure-

preserving watermarking for H.264 the corresponding litera-

ture is far less extensive: only one approach can be employed

for structure-preserving H.264 CAVLC watermarking [4] and

only one for structure-preserving CABAC watermarking [5].

However, there is a considerable amount of literature for H.264

watermarking. Many schemes exploit the H.264 encoding pro-

cess to embed the watermark during compression. The main

advantage of such approaches [6] is that the error introduced

by watermarking is not propagated further (at the cost of

some bitrate increase). Other schemes work on the bitstream,

mostly to reduce the computational burden of compression-

integrated watermarking schemes. It has to be noted that H.264

bitstream watermarking actually performs entropy-decoding,

such that the syntax elements can be accessed, watermarked

(e.g., the quantized DCT coefficients), and again entropy-

encoded. The approaches presented in [7] are examples for

H.264 bitstream watermarking. Most related to our application

requirements is the setup in the work of Zou and Bloom

[8], [4], that discusses substitution watermarking for intra

frames of H.264 CAVLC bitstreams, but is not capable to

watermark inter coded frames (the vast majority of frames

is commonly coded as inter frames, some encoders use intra

frames only once at the start of a sequence). Thus methods

for substitution watermarking of inter frames are needed. The

approach of Zou and Bloom [4] modifies the intra-prediction

modes which can be implemented by bit-substitutions of H.264

CAVLC bitstreams. Suitable substitutions have to be found

in a complex analysis stage, which has to consider intra and

inter drift, while our algorithm offers a lightweight analysis

stage. Furthermore the marking space, i.e., the number of wa-

termarkable blocks, of our approach is larger than the marking

space of [8], [4], [5] (see section VI-D) and thus fewer frames

are needed for watermark embedding. Alternatively the larger

marking space can be employed to improve the robustness of

our approach (a lower detection threshold can be selected for

the same probability of alarm). A substitution watermarking

algorithm for CABAC, based on motion vector data changes,

was presented by the same authors in [5]. However, CABAC

and CAVLC are entirely different, and thus the applicable

changes are different. Motion vector data are encoded context-

adaptively in CABAC, and thus a computationally complex

analysis stage is required in the approach of [5], while our

CAVLC approach is extremely lightweight in comparison.

Additionally the number of candidate changes is smaller by an

order of magnitude and thus the CAVLC algorithm performs

better in terms of a larger marking space, which reduces

the number of watermarked frames or leads to an improved

robustness (see section VI-D).

III. OVERVIEW OF H.264

The design of H.264 follows the classic hybrid video coding

approach [9]. The frames are processed in 16x16 macroblocks.

Each macroblock can be predicted using previously processed

macroblocks of the same frame (intra-prediction) or other

frames (inter-prediction). The macroblocks can be further

TABLE I
CAVLC: CODING OF MVDS

Index Codeword MVD

0 1 0

1 01 0 1

2 01 1 -1

3 001 00 2

4 001 01 -2

5 001 10 3

6 001 11 -3

7 0001 000 4

8 0001 001 -4

9 0001 010 5

10 0001 011 -5

11 0001 100 6

. . . . . . . . .

subdivided (sub-macroblock partitions), the smallest block size

is 4x4. A coded video sequence always starts with the coded

data of an intra-predicted frame (I frame). The distortion of I

frames spreads on all subsequently decoded frames due to inter

prediction. After an I frame inter-predicted frames that may

use one reference frame (P frame) or two reference frames (B

frame) follow. Frames (even P and B frames) may be used as

reference, frames which are not used for inter-frame prediction

are called non-reference frames. Inter-prediction is conducted

by motion estimation and motion compensation, which are

conducted with quarter pixel accuracy. The motion vectors

(MVs) of a block are predicted by neighbouring blocks (a

detailed description can be found in [10]) and the motion

vector difference (MVD) is actually coded in the bitstream

(which codes quarter pixel differences). There are two distinct

coding modes in H.264, namely CAVLC and CABAC. CAVLC

is computationally less expensive (at the cost of a lower com-

pression performance) and thus is employed in cases where

computational complexity constraints outweigh the compres-

sion performance. Typical applications are in the context of

mobile devices (720p has become the resolution of the lead

devices), where power and computational constraints outweigh

compression. Furthermore 720p content on Blu-Ray discs can

be coded with H.264/CAVLC: there is no need for higher

compression as 720p typically fits on a Blu-Ray anyway. In

H.264/CAVLC MVDs are not coded context-adaptively, but

with variable-length signed exponential Golomb codes. Table

I shows the coding of MVD values, each MVD (last column) is

coded by an exponential Golomb code (in the column labelled

“Codeword”). A separate MVD is coded for the x- and y-

direction.

IV. QUALITY ASSESSMENT

As briefly mentioned in the introduction, this work mainly

focuses on evaluating the robustness and quality performances

of an H.264 CAVLC watermarking operating within the com-

pressed bitstream. In this section, we present both subjective

and objective quality assessment of watermarked contents.
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A. Subjective Quality Assessment

Ultimately, the quality of the marked content will be judged

by human observers, and thus, running a subjective experiment

is the best way to evaluate the impact of the watermark on

the quality of the protected image/video. During subjective

tests, quality (or annoyance) scores are collected from human

observers within a controlled environment. Subjective experi-

ments have been of high interest for many decades among the

scientific community. Early experiments were conducted to

determine an optimal viewing distance on television monitors

[11], or the detection threshold of a simple spot on a CRT

screen [12], and led the researchers to do an attempt to

estimate the subjective quality [13]. Evidently, subjective ex-

periments had to be standardized, in order for other researchers

to be able to reproduce and/or compare the results. Thus, the

International Telecommunication Union (ITU) has published

various reports and recommendations for conducting subjec-

tive experiments. Both the Radiocommunication (ITU-R) and

Telecommunication (ITU-T) sectors of the ITU are regularly

issuing some recommendations for quality assessment (both

objective and subjective) of digital images and videos. Two

recommendations of particular interest are [14] and [15]. The

recommendation [15] notably specifies the viewing conditions,

monitor settings (resolution, contrast), the importance of an-

choring is highlighted. It is for instance advised to use at

least 15 non expert observers. Some advices are given on

the duration of the experiment, and on the possible protocols

to use. Among the most commonly used protocols, we can

cite the ”Double-Stimulus Impairment Scale” (DSIS) and the

”Double-Stimulus Continuous Quality Scale” (DSCQs). In

[14], alternative protocols are suggested, the ”Absolute Cat-

egory Rating” (ACR) or the ”Pair Comparison” methods are

amongst the most common methods. Commonly, the outcome

of a subjective experiment is to collect the mean opinion

scores (MOS) from the observers for the given input subjective

dataset. The MOS are simply computed by averaging the

collected scores of all observers for a given content. The

alternative to subjective experiments is to utilize objective

quality metrics (OQM), which are methods whose goal is to

predict the perceived quality. In the upcoming sub-section, we

will review the most common types of OQMs.

B. Objective Quality Assessment

Objective quality metrics are mainly of two types. On one

hand, statistical quality metrics are very widely used, PSNR,

RMSE, or SSIM belong to this category. On the other hand,

advanced HVS-based OQMs (such as VIF[16], VSNR[17],

CPA[18] or C4[19]) exploit some properties of the human

visual system (such as contrast sensitivity, contrast masking,

or luminance adaptation) to provide a prediction of the MOS

(predicted mean opinion scores are commonly referred to

as MOSp). Thus, once the subjective scores are collected

(MOS are gathered), and the MOSp computed for a given

set of metrics, a metric performance evaluation is performed.

The Video Quality Experts Group (VQEG) issued a report

in 2008 [20] providing an analysis of various assessment

methods as well as several tools that can be used to evaluate

the performances of objective quality metrics. Statistical or

advanced HVS metrics could be either full reference (FR) or

reduced reference (RR) or even no reference (NR). For a FR

metric, the original content is needed as an input, along with

the distorted content which needs to be assessed. A RR metric

needs the content to be assessed along with a reduced set

of features from the original content to compute the MOSp.

Finally, NR metrics only need the distorted content as an input

in order to provide a prediction. Usually, FR metrics exhibit

better performances at predicting the MOS. In the following,

only FR metrics are used.

V. A NOVEL INTER FRAME SUBSTITUTION

WATERMARKING ALGORITHM

Our proposal for a novel H.264 CAVLC watermarking

algorithms takes advantage of MVD modifications. Our wa-

termarking algorithm modifies original MVDs such that the

MVD of the watermarked content has equal length as the

original MVD and thus the length of the NAL units is

preserved as well.

The developed watermarking algorithm is robust, non-blind

(additional information is required for detection), and zero-bit

(only the presence of a watermark will be detected) [21]. The

watermarking process is easily reversible, i.e., the watermark

can be losslessly removed by a simple substitution of the

original bit-sequences. In this paper we only present results for

watermarking non-reference inter frames, which do not cause

any inter frame drift and thus enable very efficient distortion

assessment.

A. Embedding

The watermark embedding aims to alter a distinctive feature

(in the current implementation average luminance) of appli-

cable macroblocks. The macroblock’s average luminance is

changed by altering its MVD. In the current implementation

only macroblocks of type P16x16 are analyzed (the majority

of the macorblocks of B frames are commonly of this type).

Furthermore the MVD change modifies an entire 16x16 block

of image data, which enables robust detection. The embedding

consists of two stages: an analysis stage and a substitution

stage (see fig. 1). Input to the embedding are the H.264

bitstream to be watermarked and the watermarking parameters,

such as the key for random watermarking bit generation and

a quality control parameter MbDist (macroblock distortion),

which is used to control the embedding distortion. Only

macroblock MVD changes are considered for watermarking

which result in a distortion less than MbDist (in this work

we use the mean squared error for distortion estimation). The

distortion is computed between the original macroblock and

the MVD changed and reconstructed macroblock. Output of

the process are the watermarked bitstream and little additional

information for detection (“Detection Info” in fig. 1). In the

analysis stage each macroblock is checked for watermarking

suitability, thereby several conditions have to be met such

that a macroblock is employed for watermarking. Only inter

predicted macroblocks are considered for watermarking, and

each length-preserving and sign-preserving MVD change is
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Fig. 1. Watermark embedding

evaluated. Only codes with the same sign (either codes con-

tained in dashed red boxes or solid blue boxes in table I) and

same length are evaluated. First the quality is checked (after

application of the change) which is done by computing the

MSE (mean squared error) between the original macroblock

(with the original MVD) and the modified macroblock. Only

if the obtained MSE is below the quality control parameter

MbDist the change is considered valid. With the parameter

MbDist the embedding strength can be adjusted. Second the

impact on the feature (avg. luminance) is computed, which

is later used in the detection process. If a macroblock has

at least one MVD change that increases the feature and

at least one MVD change that decreases the feature, the

macroblock is suitable for watermarking. The change with

the strongest increase is employed to encode a 1, while the

change with the strongest decrease is employed to encode

a -1. The macroblock position and frame number and the

original feature are recorded in detection info. The watermark

embedding algorithm is summarized briefly as follows.

For each inter-predicted macroblock:

• Evaluate original block’s feature (avg. luminance)

• Apply length-and-sign-preserving MVD change and

check

– Embedding distortion is below MbDist (MSE).

– Feature difference is sufficient (avg. luminance larger

then, e.g., 0.25)

• If there are two groups of changes (increase feature,

decrease feature) use the ’decrease feature’ change to

encode a minus one, and the ’increase feature’ change

to encode a one.

B. Detection

The detection can be performed in the image domain and

does not require any re-encoding. As the presented approach

is non-blind, we can assume perfect registration / alignment

(temporal and spatial). The actual implementation of regis-

tration is well covered in computer vision literature and can

for example be solved by storing SIFT interest points [22] of

the watermarked frames as well as the detection information.

These features can later be used to register the content. Specific

solutions for watermarking have also been proposed [23], [24].

The detection process can be divided into three distinct

tasks, bit extraction, correlation and decision (see figure 2).

The overall watermarking system including detection is illus-

trated in figure 3. The bit extraction takes advantage of the

detection info, it computes the feature (avg. luminance) of

a possibly watermarked macroblock and compares it to the

Fig. 2. Watermark detection

recorded original feature. If the computed feature is larger or

equal, a 1 is extracted; if it is smaller a -1 is extracted. In the

correlation step, the extracted bit sequence ~e is compared to

the possibly embedded watermark bit sequence ~w. The number

of embedded bits is n. More precisely, the detector response

z is computed by:

z = 1/n

nX

i=1

ei × wi

Finally depending on the detector response and a user-defined

false positive probability a decision is made. Thereby the

detector response is compared to a detection threshold T (pfp),
and if the detector response is larger than T the watermark

is decided to be present. The user-defined false positive

probability determines how likely it is to detect the watermark

in content that does not contain the watermark. Overall the

algorithm for detection can be briefly summarized as follows:

For each possibly watermarked macroblock in the image

domain:

• Compute the block feature (avg. luminance) of the pos-

sibly watermarked macroblock and compare the block

feature to the original feature and return -1 for a decrease

and 1 for an increase.

• Compute detection statistic (a measure of correlation

between embedded and extracted sequence).

• Decide whether watermark is present or not.

This kind of watermark detection is referred to as detection

based on hard decision decoding [25, sect. 2.4.2.1] and is well

known and has already been analysed.

The analysis of the distribution of the detector response

can be divided into two cases, the watermark has not been

embedded (H0) and the watermark has been embedded (H1).

After embedding and without any distortions (e.g. recom-

pression) the detector response will always be 1, as we do not

have any inaccuracies / randomness in the embedding and de-

tection processes and thus each bit will be correctly extracted.

Distortions from recompression and other signal processing

operations will introduce errors and shift the detector response

for watermarked content slightly towards zero.

In case of H0 the distribution of the detector response

follows a Binomial distribution, which can be approximated

by a Gaussian distribution.

Figure 4 gives an overview how the number of embedded

bits and the false positive probability determine the appropriate

threshold for detection. The more bits are embedded the lower

the threshold for a given false positive probability can be

chosen.

For our application scenarios, the exact determination of the

false positive probability is of ultimate importance. In case

of of a false positive in the online distribution scenario, i.e.,
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Fig. 3. Watermarking overview

Fig. 4. The threshold for various probabilities of false alarm as a function
of the number of embedded bits

a watermark is detected in pirated content, a user is found

guilty of distributing the content and certain actions (legal

or technical ) are taken, which should prevent the user from

further piracy. Given that the user is innocent the rage and

the following (social) media coverage can severely harm the

business of the content distributor. Such an event is greatly

feared and its risk must be known to be very low.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

In the following we present results on the basis of 4

different 720p sequences (Canal, Depart, Ebu, Elephant) with

250 frames. The sequences reflect different natural content,

as well as one artificially generated sequence (Elephant). The

sequences have been encoded with H.264 CAVLC with a Qp

of 13 (very high quality). The lower the quality (higher Qp)

the more macroblocks are coded in P16x16 (as the frames

become smoother and larger partitions more efficient). Thus

our approach works even better for lower quality video. An

I(BP)* prediction structure with non-reference B-frames is

employed, which is a common and reasonable configuration.

TABLE II
AVERAGE NUMBER OF EMBEDDED BITS PER SECONDS FOR EACH

SEQUENCE AND EMBEDDING DISTORTION

Sequence / MbDist 100 25 4

Canal 154.0 81.4 9.8
Depart 294.2 138.4 2.4
Ebu 407.2 277.3 11.3
Elephant 214.6 210.9 111.3

The Blu-ray specification even requires B-frames to be non-

reference frames. Only P16x16 macroblocks (having no sub-

partitions) of B-slices have been employed for watermarking.

The search range for candidate MVD changes has +/- 16

in each direction and the MVD change with the maximum

feature difference below the distortion threshold was selected.

Furthermore we rejected MVD changes that modified the

average luminance feature by less than 0.25.

Our watermarking algorithm can be employed with dif-

ferent values of the embedding distortion parameter MbDist

(distortion measured in MSE). Both the MbDist and the

source material (video) have an impact on the number of

bits that can be embedded (see table II for results on our

test sources). The encoder decides on the basis of the source

video which macroblocks are encoded as P16x16 blocks. The

analysis stage of watermark embedding only chooses MVD

changes which result in a macroblock distortion (in MSE)

that is below MbDist. Therefore the reduction of MbDist

severely reduces the set of candidate MVD changes for highly

textured sequences (natural video content, especially for the

Depart sequence), while the reduction of MVD changes is far

less severe for computer generated content, such as the Ele-

phant sequence (because of the smoothness of the computer-

generated content). For highly textured sequences slight spatial

shifts (the result of a MVD change) lead to higher MSE

distortions.

In the next section we present evidence that even the highest

embedding strength offers very good / excellent quality.

A. Quality Evaluation

A subjective experiment was conducted, 42 observers were

enrolled, their acuity was checked as well as normal color

vision. The ACR (absolute content rating) protocol was used.

For this protocol, a single video sequence is displayed in the

center of the screen, and the observer is asked for a quality

score after every displayed sequence. The resolution of the

tested video sequences was 1280 × 720. The quality score

was (5: Excellent, 4: Good, 3: Fair, 2: Poor, 1: Bad), MOS

were computed across the 42 observers, as well as standard

deviations for every content across observers, the maximum

standard deviation was below 1 (0.93). During the experiment,
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56 videos were evaluated, the database was built as follows.

Among the four input sequences three were collected from the

VQEG datasets (Canal, Depart and Ebu) and one sequence was

an artificial (cartoon) sequence (Elephant). Every sequence

was either watermarked and re-encoded, or only re-encoded.

The watermarking technique was presented in section V. Six

quantization parameters were used (Qp = 24, 28, 32, 36, 40,

44) for both watermarking and re-encoding scenarios. The

original input sequences and watermarked sequences were also

considered in the experiment (using a Qp of 13). Overall

four original sequences have been subjected to two distortions

(watermarking and coding or coding only) and each resulting

sequence has been re-encoded with 7 quantization parameters.

In summary this results in a dataset of 56 sequences. Each se-

quence was 10 seconds long (250 frames). For each observer,

the experiment duration was in between 15 and 20 minutes.

The main objective of splitting the dataset into two parts:

watermarking and coding was to analyse any perceptual qual-

ity loss due to the watermark embedding. To this end, figure 5

shows a histogram representing the difference between water-

marked and coded sequences.Positive x-axis values means that

the watermarked sequences presented a higher quality score

than the coded version (and negative values along the x-axis

means the coded sequence had a higher quality score). The y-

axis simply counts the number of occurrences for all observers

and for all sequences. As we can notice on this figure, the

histogram bins are symmetrically distributed around zero, The

symmetry of the histogram indicates that the differences in

quality perception between watermarked and non-watermarked

videos is random, i.e., there is no difference in the perceived

quality of watermarked or non-watermarked videos.

Figure 6 shows the Mean Opinion Score as a function of

the quantization parameter for all tested sequences. The gray

lines represent the differences between marked and coded

sequences. It is interesting to notice that these differences

are centered around zero, which means that depending on

the sequences and the Qp, the allocated quality score could

either be higher for the watermarked sequence or for the coded

sequence. On this figure, the symbols (arbitrarily positioned

at Qp=22) represents the original marked (squares) and coded

(diamonds) sequences.

Moreover, five Objective Quality Metrics were tested on this

subjective dataset (PSNR, SSIM[26], CPA1[27], CPA2[18]

and VIF[16]). The performances of the metrics were assessed

in terms of wRMSE, RMSE, Rank correlation, Outlier Ratio,

Kappa coefficient, and Linear correlation. Table III provides

the metrics performances for all five metrics. It is obvious

from table III that the VIF metric outperforms all others for

the six tested performances tools, and PSNR exhibits the worst

overall performances. Thus, in the following our analysis will

focus on these two metrics.

Figures 7(a) and 7(b) respectively show the MOSp for

PSNR and VIF as a function of Qp. We can observe that nei-

ther PSNR, nor VIF can notably differentiate coded sequences

and watermarked ones. It is interesting to notice that both

metrics disagree concerning the assessment of the Elephant

sequence (computer generated sequence). A further analysis

showed that for all tested metrics, except VIF, the predicted
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Fig. 5. Watermarked versus coded: differences in opinion scores
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Fig. 6. Subjective mean opinion scores for three coding parameters (different
Qp)

scores for the Elephant sequence were seen as presenting

a significantly higher perceptual quality than the other 3

sequences. This explains the overall low metrics performances

shown in table III. This particular behavior is clearly visible

on figure 8(a) representing the PSNR plotted as a function of

the MOS. For low to good quality, the PSNR values for the

Elephant sequence are about 9dB higher than the remaining

sequences, whereas the MOS for this sequence was slightly

below others (see figure 6). Such a behavior is not apparent

for the VIF metric (see figure 8), which presents a linear

distribution of MOS versus MOSp, and as we have seen above,

is capable of discriminating the Elephant sequence as having

an overall lower quality.

Given our subjective results we conclude that watermarked

TABLE III
OBJECTIVE QUALITY METRICS PERFORMANCES

wRMSE RMSE RankCorr OR Kappa LinCorr

PSNR 13.6665 0.9419 0.6792 0.7321 0.1754 0.6679
SSIM 12.2094 0.8328 0.7695 0.6071 0.3345 0.7544
CPA1 7.6107 0.7189 0.8090 0.4643 0.4393 0.8229
CPA2 7.7724 0.6481 0.8666 0.4464 0.5186 0.8589
VIF 1.1941 0.2422 0.9621 0.1607 0.8146 0.9815
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Fig. 7. OQM predictions on coded or watermarked sequences for various
Qp

content can not be visually distinguished from not water-

marked content (when played as video). This may come

surprising as the allowed embedding distortion is high with a

MbDist of 100 in terms of MSE. However, the watermarking

approach implicitly takes advantage of temporal masking

effects, as due to the algorithm design the watermark is

always embedded in high motion areas, in which distortion

is perceived less pronounced by human observers.

B. Robustness Evaluation to H.264 and H.263

The robustness of our watermarking algorithm highly de-

pends on the embedding strength as defined by the parameter

MbDist as the number of embedded bits is primarily deter-

mined by this parameter. Recompression is the main focus

of our robustness evaluation, most importantly recompression

with H.264 and H.263. The employed software for recom-

pression was x2642 (ultrafast, varying quality parameter Qp)

for H.264 compression and ffmpeg3 (vcodec=mpeg4, varying

quality scale Qs) for H.263 compression. The chosen quality

ranges correspond to qualities from excellent to bad for both

H.264 and H.263.

2x264 0.85.1448 Ubuntu 2:0.85.1448+git1a6d32-4
3FFmpeg version SVN-r0.5.1-4:0.5.1-1ubuntu1.2, Copyright (c) 2000-2009

Fabrice Bellard, et al
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Fig. 8. OQMs plotted as a function of the mean opinion score

The false positive probabilities in the figures 10, 12, 15 and

16 have been derived from the Binomial distribution [25]. For

watermarked content the false negative probabilities have been

derived from a Gaussian distribution which has been fitted to

the data generated by 50 different watermarking keys [25],

[21] (in figures 15 and 16).

Figure 9 plots the detector response against the Qp em-

ployed in x264 compression. Results are given for 4 different

sequences and different embedding strengths (MbDist). A

detection threshold has to be chosen such that it separates the

detector responses of un-watermarked content (dashed blue

lines in fig. 9) and watermarked content (solid red lines in

fig. 9). For MbDist 100 and 25 the selection of detection

threshold that separates un-watermarked from watermarked

content is obviously possible, and even for a MbDist of

4 the detector response for an un-watermarked content is

always below the detector response of the same watermarked

content. While this figure can only give a first impression,

a better interpretation of the detector values is obtained if

we consider the associated false positive probability for the

obtained detector response. Figure 10 plots the exponent of

1/pfp in basis 10, i.e., a value of 8 corresponds to a false

positive probability of 1/108, against the Qp. Note that the

negative exponents of the pfp have been clipped at 8. We

notice high robustness to H.264 compression even for very

bad quality and even for low embedding strengths, only at
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MbDist=4 the detection performance decreases significantly

(although even this limited robustness may be sufficient for

the protection of high quality content). We further have to

point out that the ultrafast settings of the x264 encoder can be

considered the worst case, as these settings introduce heavy

distortions (but are fast). Thus the presented results correspond

to a worst case scenario for robustness, other encoders (or

other settings for x264) preserve a better quality and thus the

watermark is more reliably detected.

Even better is the robustness to H.263 compression as

summarized in similar figures (see fig. 11 and 12).

However, single detector responses only represent a single

sample from a random experiment; a more thorough analysis

has to draw several samples from the random experiment

in order to enable a statistical analysis of the underlying

distributions. Given that the distortions are computationally

expensive (repeated H.264 and H.263 encoding / decoding)

the more extensive analysis focuses on medium quality re-

compression which can be considered the default case in

many application scenarios (e.g., illegal file sharing). In the

following experiments 50 watermarking keys have been em-

ployed both for detection in content watermarked with the

same key (H1) and content that has not been watermarked

with the same key (H0). The experiments have been conducted

for different embedding strengths (MbDist). The figures 13

and 14 contain histograms of the detector response under

H0 (on the left, detector responses distributed around 0)

and H1 (on the right). The resulting distribution under H0

follows approximately a Gaussian distribution, the parameters

can be either estimated on the basis of the obtained detector

responses (the dashed line in the histograms) or exactly by the

Binomial distribution (the solid line with upward triangles).

We notice that the prediction on the basis of the Binomial

distribution is very close to the fitted Gaussian distribution.

The solid line with downward triangles is the fitted Gaussian

distribution for the detector responses of watermarked content.

If the embedding strength is reduced the detection performance

slowly decreases, i.e., the distributions of Z under H0 and

Z under H1 are less and less separated. However, even for

an embedding strength of 25 the distributions are clearly

separated, and for a embedding strength of 4 many sequences

still present well separable distributions. The same information

(as contained in histograms) can be plotted in ROC (receiver

operation curves). The results are only shown for the Depart

and the Elephant sequence as the results of these two are the

most different, the performances of the other sequences are

in between. The different behaviour of these two sequences is

due to the different video characteristics, on the one hand the

relatively smooth computer-generated Elephant sequence on

the other hand the highly textured Depart sequence, with high,

but local and independent motion (it contains a sequence of a

cross country running race, each runner moves independently

of the others). For the Depart sequence there are simply too

few MVD changes that result in a distortion below an MSE of

4. On the other hand the MSE penalty of an MVD change in

a smooth sequence, such as Elephant, is far less pronounced,

resulting in many watermarkable blocks and thus a higher

robustness.

Figures 15 and figures 16 show ROC plots for common re-

compression attacks with H.264 and H.263. In the ROC plots

the exponent (of basis 10) of the false positive probability (x-

axis) is plotted against the false negative probability (y-axis).

Thus an x-axis value of -8 corresponds to a probability of

10−8. The closer an ROC curve is to the axes the better is

the performance of the associated watermarking scheme (the

proposed algorithm with different parameters of MbDist). We

plotted results starting from a very high false positive proba-

bility of 10−1 to a a low false positive probability of 10−9,

which should contain results for most practical systems. The

schemes with MbDist=100 and MbDist=25 exhibit excellent

performance for all sequences and both distortions (see figures

15 and 16). Only for a MbDist=4 problems are encountered

as too few candidate blocks are found. The number of water-

markable blocks depends on the source characteristics, MVD

changes in highly textured content result in an higher MSE.

In a practical system, one would simply need to embed the

watermark into more frames, i.e., a longer sequence.

In conclusion, at a MbDist of 25 and above we can

extremely reliably detect the presence of the watermark even

for highly compressed sequence (both H.264 and H.263) and

even at lower embedding strength many sequences show a very

good detection performance.

It is also notable, that the detector responses do not change

significantly for the different embedding distortions, only the

number of embedded bits increases significantly with higher

embedding distortions. The higher the number of embedded

bits the lower the detection threshold can be chosen for a given

false positive probability. Thus lower embedding distortions

solely require to watermark more frames to achieve higher

robustness.

C. Watermarking Attacks

In the following we present results for a relevant subset of

the Checkmark watermarking evaluation framework [28] and

additionally we present first results for a targeted attack on

our watermarking system. As the embedding distortion mainly

influences the number of embedded bits, only results for an

embedding distortion of 100 (MbDist) are given in tables IV

and V. Although the attacks significantly reduce the detector

responses, the decrease is not a problem as long as the number

of embedded bits is sufficient. The number of embedded bits

can be simply increased by watermarking more frames (our

results are only for 10 seconds video clips).

While the Checkmark attacks are generic attacks against

watermarking systems, an attacker might exploit the specifics

of a watermarking system to design a targeted attack. For

our approach an attacker can analyze the H.264 bitstream

and identify candidate macroblocks, i.e., macroblocks which

have equal-length MVD options. As an attacker does not have

access to the original, she can not determine whether the

macroblock has been considered watermarkable. The MVDs

of candidate macroblocks then can be set to a canonical

value, e.g., the minimum MVD value. This attack removes

the watermark, but also introduces heavy distortions, i.e., the

attacked video suffer from flicker and many frames show a
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Fig. 9. Detector response for varying Qp of x264 (720p, 250 frames) for watermarked content (red) and not watermarked content (blue)
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Fig. 10. Probability of a false positive for varying Qp of x264 (720p, 250 frames) for watermarked content (red) and not watermarked content (blue)
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Fig. 11. Detector response for varying Qs for H.263 (ffmpeg, mpeg4, 720p, 250 frames) for watermarked content (red) and not watermarked content (blue)
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Fig. 12. Probability of a false positive for varying Qs of H.263 (ffmpeg, mpeg4, 720p, 250 frames) for watermarked content (red) and not watermarked
content (blue)
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Fig. 13. H.264 (x264, ultrafast, Qp 36): Histogram of 100 detector responses
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Fig. 14. H.263 (ffmpeg, mpeg4, Qs=12): Histogram of 100 detector responses
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Fig. 15. ROC at H.264 compression (x264, ultrafast, Qp 36)
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Fig. 16. ROC at MPEG-4 compression (ffmpeg, mpeg4, qs 12)

TABLE IV
CHECKMARK ATTACKS: DETECTOR RESPONSES

Dist. / Seq. Canal Depart Ebu Elephant

gaussian1 0.0766 0.095 0.160 0.125
gaussian2 0.0766 0.095 0.159 0.124
medfilt1 0.0961 0.093 0.150 0.117
medfilt2 0.0792 0.101 0.161 0.124
medfilt3 0.1064 0.100 0.155 0.112
sharpen1 0.0870 0.072 0.159 0.144
wiener1 0.0792 0.093 0.158 0.125
wiener2 0.0688 0.092 0.148 0.123
dpr1 0.0805 0.092 0.152 0.119
dpr2 0.0844 0.104 0.146 0.109

TABLE V
CHECKMARK ATTACKS: FALSE POSITIVE PROBABILITY

Dist. / Seq. Canal Depart Ebu Elephant

gaussian1 0.00120 1.08e-7 5.61e-25 2.34e-9
gaussian2 0.00120 1.08e-7 1.07e-24 3.04e-9
medfilt1 0.00007 1.72e-8 3.15e-22 2.91e-8
medfilt2 0.00101 2.12e-8 2.91e-25 3.04e-9
medfilt3 0.00001 2.12e-8 1.01e-23 9.56e-8
sharpen1 0.00028 4.27e-5 1.07e-24 8.77e-12
wiener1 0.00101 1.95e-7 1.48e-24 2.34e-9
wiener2 0.00371 2.36e-7 1.06e-21 6.57e-9
dpr1 0.00071 2.36e-7 1.25e-22 1.39e-8
dpr2 0.00050 5.92e-9 2.63e-21 1.51e-7

heavily reduced quality due to blocking artifacts. Figure 17

shows the result of the attack on the Elephant sequence.

D. Comparison to Previous Work

The comparison to previous work focuses on the algorithms

by Zou and Bloom [8], [4], [5], which are the only proposals

that satisfy similar requirements, i.e., offer structure-

preservation and substitution embedding for H.264. Neither

the implementation nor the test data (a clip from the action

movie ”Independence Day”) of these approaches could be

made accessible by the authors. Therefore we are not able

to perform a rigorous experimental comparison with exactly

the same settings for all algorithms. However, we provide

experimental results for our approach for four very different

video sequences, which helps to put the results into perspective

and enable a fair comparison. All the test data of our

evaluation are publicly accessible (ftp://ftp.ivc.polytech.univ-

nantes.fr/IRCCyN IVC H264 Watermarking Structure Preserving/)

and thus future proposals can rigorously compare their

approaches to our proposal.

Compared to Zou and Bloom’s approaches [8], [4], [5] our

approach is superior in terms of the number of watermarkable

blocks (see table VI). Thus fewer frames are needed to embed

a watermark. Alternatively the robustness of our approach can

be improved (a lower threshold can be selected for the same

probability of alarm).

The comparison of the robustness on bit embedding level

reveals that the performance is rather similar, while our

robustness criterion (the average luminance feature difference

must be larger than 0.25) leads to higher correlations for

downsizing, the effect of downsizing and compression are

almost the same (see table VII). A special case again is

the computer generated Elephant sequence, which can be

compressed very efficiently and thus the highest correlations

are observed with this sequence.

The number of embedded bits has a tremendous effect on

the threshold selection (for a fixed false positive probability)

or the false positive probability (for a fixed threshold). Figure

18 plots the thresholds for different probabilities of false

alarms and for the different approaches against the number of

frames. As distortions affect the different approaches almost
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(a) Original

(b) Attack

Fig. 17. Visual examples of an attack based on a bitstream analysis

TABLE VI
WATERMARKABLE BLOCKS PER FRAME OF 1080P VIDEO, THE RESULTS

OF ZOU’S CAVLC [4] AND ZOU’S CABAC [5] COMPARED TO OUR

APPROACH FOR DIFFERENT SEQUENCES

Zou & Bloom Our approach

CALVC CABAC Canal Depart Ebu Elephant

0.625 1.319 17.672 41.196 57.420 18.820

similarly this allows a fair comparison of the performance of

the approaches. The lower the threshold the more robust is

the watermarking algorithm against distortions. Our algorithm

requires significantly lower detection thresholds compared to

the algorithms of Zou [4], [5].

VII. CONCLUSION

The proposed H.264/CAVLC watermarking algorithm en-

ables structure-preserving H.264 watermarking. Due to the

separation of embedding in an analysis and and a substitution

stage, it is able to efficiently generate numerous video files

Fig. 18. The thresholds for the approaches of Zou and to our algorithm
plotted as a function of frames for a false positive probability of 10−7

with different watermarks embedded. Compared to previous

work it offers a significantly increased marking space and

improved robustness. While the analysis stage of the algo-

rithm is lightweight compared to previous proposals, it still

satisfies the invisibility constraints, which has been shown by

subjective experiments. The algorithm offers high robustness

to re-compression and sufficient robustness against standard

watermarking attacks.
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